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r Another Other
In t989 Rasheed Araeen produced an exhibition and

catalogue in London called The Other Story. lt was

about the art of recent immigrants to Britain,

particularly frorn South Asia and the West lndies. ln his

Postscript he writes: This Story is only a part of the

whole, and I hope it will not be necessary to tell it again

separately or removed from mainstream history. My

effort is only an initiative; it is now up to society as a

whole to take this initiative seriousiy and to try to see its

significance as part of its advancement towards a truly

m u lti -racia I a nd m ulti-cu ltu ral society.l

ln .4197 Hasan-Uddin Khan was key to another

exhibition and catalogue in Venice called Modernities &

Memories; Recent Works from the lslamic Woild.lt was

about the art of people of lslamic faith from various

countries, but mostly focusing on places around the
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Middle East. Khan wriles: For the Modernities &
Memories exhibition the crtrnfnr< raci<lo,t iA^^+it

t h e m e s b u t c h o s e,, - r: : ; : : : : ; "' ; ::':, ::::l ;1r r,
Islamic World in all its diversity.There is an emphasis on
the excellence of the work itself and its ability to
transcend cultural, artistic and other boundaries.2

These two texts set up a number of issues, among
them the issue of context. Araeen is literally evoking
the Other in contradistinction to the mainstream. While
Khan's exhibition is also about separation, in this case
by religious identity, he asks us to think beyond
contextua lisation and thematics.

This current exhibition of Australian art is

intentionally called ,Other 
Stories,to set up another

distinction (though, one suspects, an unexpected one)
which does insist on context.

The exhibition has a number of aims. One is to
enable a number of works of art to be shown to new
a udiences. And one is to challenge some stereotypes

l: about a culture such as Australia,s.

Because, to this audience, Australia is really also an
Other. Australia is another alternative, a

contradistinction, a different lot. lf Anglo-Celtic Euro_
America is still the mainstream, and Afro-Asians in
Britain are still apart from it _ though since r9g9 much
has happened and international offerings are increas_
ingly pluralistic - and the lslamic World art can be
brought together just because it is lslamic (that is,
also outside the central flow of exhibitions in Venice
where'Europe,holds centre stage so strongly), what is
Australia to this? Australian culture is not mainstream,
not at centre stage, but it is different from these others
described; it is an-other sort ofother.

ls your vision of an Australian an Anglo_Celt? you
would be wrong statistically if it was. The Anglo_Celts
are the largest minority in Australia today.

ls your vision of Australian culture a second-hand
European one? This is less easy to discuss so simply.
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Aboriginal Australia is a crucial but small part of

Australian life. Many more Australians are of European

background - from Britain, ltaly, Greece, the old

Yugoslavia - as well as from the Middle East, and

increasinglyfrom Asia, Latin America and North Africa.

Refugees have always been sheltered:from England,

from Nazi Europe, from Vietnam and Cambodia, from

Ethiopia and the Sudan, from Nicaragua and Chile.

All these people bring their culture and add it to the

indigenous base and it constantly evolves. People from

other cultures want to retain what they once had;they

value it, and want it to be part of their new life and that

of their children.There is more assertion of this culture's

special right for recognition than it may have had in the

old country, where it was so easily accepted. lt can make

a potent and energetic brew lt is too simplistic to define

an Australian culture here except to say that most

Rosslynd Piggott, Measuring the distance between Paris

and pure blue ry95-96 (detail)

things can happen, are tolerated, and often encouraged.

And, to challenge another stereotype, to say that despite

Australia's own capacity to promote itself as a nation of

sports-loving farmers, it does have one of the highest

arts patronage rates in the world. More people per

capita go to art galleries, theatres, concerts, and buy

books than in any country ofour region.

This is a little background. As much background as

is possible on what you see in this exhibition will make

it richer. What information this catalogue can give will

thicken the brew. And the more we see of each other's

art the more simple stereotypes will disappear into

more interesting, revealing and rewarding

u n de rsta nd i ngs.

z Stories
The five artists in this exhibition all work with narratives

- personal, cultural, emotional, historical and

geographical.They are allinterested in human stories.

Australia also has many artists focusing on theoretical

positions, or notions of classical abstraction, or issues of

technological creation and destruction.These five artists

all broaden the experience of what it is to be human.

Australian Aboriginalculture is the longest single

cultural tradition known. Many tribes, cultures and

languages are spread over the great size ofthe

Australian land mass. Many of these cultures have been

marginalised or destroyed by the European settlers over

the last two hundred years but some of the groups

living in centralAustralia retain many aspects of

traditional life, including singing or chanting of verses

of information to enable aspects of daily life to

continue. Academic Philip Batty has provided this

explanation: For thousands ofyears Aboriginal people

have used stories to navigate their way around the vast

deserts of central Australia.This is not some romantic

vision of'the noble savage', but an essential fact that

enabled Aboriginal people to survive in an extremely
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hostile environment. lt worked like this: the stories

describe the journeys of mythic heroes and their travels

over specific Aeographical Iocations. As they travelled

they created or changed into particular land forms: a

mountain, a salt lake, a valley, a cave, a river etc. ln other

word5the stories describe particulartracks over a

particular piece of Iand, marked out by particular Iand

forms. Over one region, in an area covering, say, 1oo

square kilometres, there will be hundreds if not

thousands of specific stories describing the tracks of the

heroes. This, therefore, creates a kind of conceptual grid -
like the grid on a conventional map. So when an

Aboriginal person travels across the desert, he or she will

navigate by reciting the stories or songs in their heads

and compare these with the actual land forms that they

see before them. In this way, they can locate waterholes,

find particular stands of bush foods, old campsites, and

generally travel around without becoming lost.3

Europeans started to voyage asfar as Australia, it

seems, in the seventeenth century, pushed on by stories

ofthe Creat 5outh Land.The French and British

explorers in particular brought artists and scientists

with them to record what they saw, and many wrote

splendid, vivid diaries of their journeys. However,

historian Bernard Smith was the first to equate Samuel

Taylor Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Marinerwith

voyages to this part of the world. The often matter-of-

fact reports ofthe real voyagers on the year-long

journeys into what indeed were to these men alien,

unknown and empty seas is transformed for all our

imaginations in Coleridge's anti-hero's howling despair:

Alone, alone, all, all alone,

Alone on a wide wide sea!

And never a saint took pity on

My soul in agony.4

The explorers on land followed the explorers at sea.

More anti-heroes emerged, with the most famous of the

nineteenth century epics being that of Burke and Wills,

Hossein Valaman esh, On the Way B9a

who magnificently failed, and died, in their attempt to

cross Australia from south to north and back again.

Australian schoolchildren grow up with stories of

Explorers and Bushrangers (ie highwaymen) - all men

larger than life who challenged the bush - and

challenged authority.s Balladeers and artists mytholog-

ised the bush and today, while Australians are city

people, the idea of the bush still dominates

imaginations.6 For the millennium, a new flag is being

mooted, one which focuses on the land, and especially

on the horizon line, replacing the old one which focused

on the sky.

More recently war has been a dominant image.

Some analysts have suggested that Australians have

fought in more wars in other people's countries in recent

times than any other people. This is inspired by a strong

myth of war-especially,the lost battle of Callipoli in
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World War l, and in World War ll of the enforced building

of the Thai-Burma railway by prisoners of war - where

Australian men were seen to be heroic in terribly adverse

circumstances. Perhaps it was easier to encourage

Australians to go to war in Vietnam, or the Cull or

anywhere else.Annual memorial ANZAC parades of

Australian Returned Servicemen are seeing larger and

larger crowds each year.

Alongside the war stories are stories of 'over there':

expatriate stories, stories of the outside. Australians have

always travelle d - partly by the good fortu ne of a cou ntry

prosperous enough on sales of wool and wheat in past

decades to enable such practices for its citizens, and

partly because immigrants have a bloodline of travel built

in. Artists have long travelled to Europe and America;

increasingly they travel to Asia, both to return to old

countries, and also to experience other cultures which

might share something with them. lt can be revealing, for

example, just to travel from one ex-colony to another, to

understand one's own particular experience.

Other narratives exist of course - women's lives,

the city, and the suburb among them. Artists have

documented all of this - often with irony. Appropriate for

each period of time, Australian writers, photographers

and journalists have focused on the grand epics ofwar

(often in disproportionate numbers) as well as the

minutiae of metropolitan life, as painters and poets in

the past mythologised the explorers and bushrangers.

Today some traditions continue. A poet who evokes

contemporary life in a rural setting is Les Murray, and his

year long evocation ofthat life in the east-running valley

wheretwo hooded creeks makeiunction,is included here,

both to savour on its own, and to extend the experience

ofthe personal voyages ofthe five artists.
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bushman knows,/The scent of the wattle bloom./Two thirds of

ourjourney at least are done,/Old horse! let us take a spell/ln

the shade from the glare of the noon-day sun,/Thus far we

have travell'd well... (see Bush Ballads and Galloping Rhymes,

Rigby, r976, p.rr).


